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  Editorial Statement 
 
 
Mediated Perspectives 
 
 

I am now delighted to introduce Mediated Perspectives, the second 
edition of media-N, invitational and peer-reviewed online journal of 
the New Media Caucus! This is the first of two editions of the journal 
to be released this calendar year, in March and September 2006. In 
this second edition, we sought a broad range of themes to enable us to 
define the scope of the New Media Caucus, the media-N journal and 
our readership. We invited two writers to share their views on new 
media and accepted submissions of papers on any topic of new media 
practice, research, debate or inquiry. From a broad range of 
submissions, we selected papers, a commentary and an exhibition 
review that reflect a number of areas of research and inquiry within 
the new media field. 

The papers explore cyberfeminism (Juliet Davis, Representing the 
Body in Cyberfeminist Art, invited paper); new media from Turkey 
(Nancy Atakan, From New Media from the Periphery, invited paper); 
an installation from Sharjah, United Arab Emirates (Dr. Judy 
Bullington, MEDIA + WAR = War Room); the Leitmotif as an aspect of 
new media arts (Joseph Defazio, Leitmotif: Symbolic Illustration in 
Music); and data visualization (Bob Cotton, Media-Scope – Exploring 
the Opportunity Space for Digital Content Creators). In the 
commentary, The Randomness of “Randomness and Certainty” Zev 
Robinson considers the function of random processes in the work of 
the UK collective, artafterscience, while Dr. Petronio Bendito and Dr. 
Susan Jane Britsch review the exhibition Tropicália: A Revolution in 
Brazilian Culture in the article Tropicália, Technology and Cultural 
Cannibalism. 

The aim of the journal is to reflect the energy and interests of media 
arts practitioners, educators and theorists. It will act as a voice for 
new media arts in culture, education and practice. We want it to be a 
vibrant platform, full of new and engaging discourse. We strongly 
encourage you to submit papers, reviews and commentaries for future 
editions of media-N. Notice that each issue will feature a call for texts 
for the next and forthcoming edition(s).  

Please contact us if you have any questions about the journal 
submissions, or suggestions for future issues. We’d love to hear from 
you! 

 
 
 
 
 
Rachel Clarke 
Editor-in-Chief, Media-N 
 
California State University, Sacramento 
rclarke@csus.edu 
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In some respects, the term “cyberfeminist artist” might seem to be an inherently contradictory term—considering, 
for example, the Internet’s inception at the Department of Defense, its development through 
programming languages largely developed by men, its potential as a tool for globalization and 
corporatization, the proliferation of Internet pornography and e-commerce, and the implied exchange of 
embodied experience for a life of conceptual abstraction (i.e., a life in “cyberspace”). Yet, many 
feminists have appropriated interactive media, creatively engaging with cyber technologies in ways that 
may be no less intuitive and exciting than a painter’s interaction with her canvas and brushes. In some 
respects, interactive media artists have faced many of the same issues of representation that other artists 
have. For example, we might ask ourselves whether specific imagery is promoting stereotypes of women 
or showing us alternatives. These are fundamental issues that we assume become part of an artist’s 
responsibility as a cultural producer. But there is also the sense in which the medium becomes part of the 
message (as Marshall McLuhan is so famous for suggesting), and interactive media per se can uniquely 
problematize representation.  

Thinking about choice of medium as political choice or problematic choice may seem absurd to some 
artists—especially those who have come to define themselves in relationship to the media they use. For 
example, those who might see themselves as “painters” or “filmmakers” or “new media artists” might not 
feel obligated to justify why they paint or make film or create digital interactive work. It has even been 
argued that technology is not inherently good or bad. However, because media are inextricably linked to 
culture, they are unavoidably political, whether or not we choose to articulate the issues. For example, 
Ellen Seiter, in her article “Semiotics and Television” (published in Channels of Discourse: Television and 
Contemporary Criticism, 1984), points out that television has adopted “low status as an aesthetic text” 
(26), and we know it is rarely used as an art medium. Computers—as display screens, authoring tools, 
communication devices, surveillance technologies, and databases—pose interesting media-specific 
problems of their own for the artist. This study investigates problems that have been uniquely associated 
with being a feminist interactive media artist, and especially focuses on body representation, since the 
body and embodiment have been central to feminist activism and theory. I will begin by articulating some 
media-specific issues affecting representation of the body in cyber environments, and then relate some of 
those issues to prominent and historically significant feminist cyberart over the last decade.  

DECODING THE BODY: CONFIGURATIVE CODE / INTERPRETIVE CODE  

Whether we acknowledge it or not, in interactive media, the configurative language of the computer has 
become part of the interpretive language of the art form. For example, any representation of the body in 
cyberspace carries with it the idea that it has been digitized/mechanized by computer code. This idea 
might be no more or less problematic than the idea of body imagery being rasterized for digital video or 
photography, if it weren’t for the fact that the Internet and other cybertechnologies have changed how 
we understand the body itself in relationship to that computer code (and by extension, in terms of 
semiotic code). Reducing data to ones and zeroes or on/off has ignited much speculation about the 
reductive nature of representation on the Internet and the mechanization of both the imagery and the 
user interacting with it. Katherine Hayles, in her article entitled “Virtual Bodies and Flickering Signifiers” 
(1999) argues that the attributes of code actually become instantiated in the body of a person using these 
technologies and therefore the body is part of the dynamic play of both coding and decoding. She goes so 
far as to suggest that this instantiation engenders new ways of thinking about materiality/immateriality: 
“Pattern tends to overwhelm presence, marking a new kind of immateriality which does not depend on 
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spirituality or even consciousness, only on information” (267). In contrast, Brian Massumi’s article entitled 
“On the Superiority of the Analog” (2002) suggests that computer code (e.g., binary code) is not what the 
viewer actually interacts with and in fact might be more accurately described as a state of constant 
inactualization (138). The experience of the computer viewer, according to Massumi, is a sensory 
experience, analog in nature: e.g., hearing the sound, seeing the interface/text/graphics, interacting 
with the screen, touching the mouse, sitting in a chair. That analog experience is characterized as 
“superior,” in Massumi’s estimations, because it is the dominant mode of the viewer experience. In this 
model, viewers do not interact with code at a phenomenological level. 

Nor do some artists interact with code at an authoring level. The availability of WYSIWYGs allow many 
cyberartists to work with text and imagery without ever “touching” code. In these cases, the relationship 
of the artist to computer code might be analogous to the relationship between the painter to the 
molecules in a paint brush handle. Still, many cyberfeminists (VNS Matrix being the earliest collective 
defining themselves as such) have fervently embraced code as their “brush” of choice in order to claim its 
power. 

Even when an artist is taking control of these tools, there are ethical considerations about creating a 
digital feedback loop that positions the viewer as a participant in an environment and offers the illusion 
of control over activities that are, in actuality, predetermined to a large extent, by the computer 
program itself. In an article entitled “Considerations of the Corporeal: Moving from the Sensorial to the 
Social Body in Virtual Aesthetic Experience” (Intelligent Agent Magazine, 2005), I explore this issue of the 
body in such controlled environments, citing research by Simon Penny that implies our social 
responsibility in creating interactive/immersive experiences (2004, 83). Penny expresses concern about 
“the fact that bodily behavior is intertwined with the formation of representation. It is the ongoing 
interaction between these representations and the embodied behavior of the user that makes such images 
more than images”(83). If images are indeed “more than images” when the body interacts with them, 
technology is more than just a tool.  

A decade of cyborg discourse has seen our interaction with digital media as part of a hybrid existence 
merging flesh and machine—conjuring, for example, a Foucauldian ordering of the body or a 
Harawayesque transcendence of binary paradigms—and influencing a wide range of cyborg imagery. In 
“Cyborgs, Virtual Bodies and Organic Bodies” (1999), Susan Hawthorne’s summation of some of this 
discourse cites key theories about hybrid embodiment and asks us how much we really want to 
romanticize body-machine mergings in light of the fact that so much technology seems to present a 
compromise for the body and even unpleasurable lived experience. At the very least, she claims that 
hybridity (as expressed through genetic engineering and prosthetics, for example) should not be reified, 
especially without consideration of whose interests are being served (217-218). Still, in digital media, we 
often see bodies represented in enhanced/utopian cyborg states, as they are, for example, at 
www.zeitgenossen.com , where a 3-D body surrounded by electrical twinkles and smoke puffs is waving to 
us from a computer-generated landscape and directing us to academic essays asking us to rethink our 
assumptions about the nature of “information.”  

Ultimately, mythologies surrounding the properties of the computer environment become part of a social 
reality that presents special “baggage” for the internet artist making decisions about representation.  

DISEMBODIED IDENTITY AND MARGINALIZATION 

Representation of the body becomes, of course, even more problematic because the capabilities of 
people to create new identities on the Internet and represent themselves in interaction with others 
introduces additional and unprecedented issues of body representation. On one hand, the Internet 
suggests that “you are who you pretend to be” in cyberspace, as Sherry Turkle has explored in her article 
“Constructions and Reconstructions of the Self in Virtual Reality” (1996, 359), and the possibilities of 
transcending gender, race, age, disability, and other discriminatory physical features are alluring. On the 
other hand, what hope of social change do we have if our stereotypes and prejudices are dragged en 
masse into this new medium while we have no obligation to deal with the bodies we have? 

In some cases, cyber-engineering of identity can be likened to genetic engineering or plastic surgery or 
biotech eugenics: instead of learning to live with our differences, we seek to “fix” them with the aid of 
technology, and without recognizing the sexism/racism of institutions that determine the “solutions” 
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(e.g., corporate, educational, religious, governmental). So, for example, we might create an identity or 
an avatar, or we exchange emails that seem to have no body attributes represented at all, but unless the 
sender says, “Hi, I’m black and 75, and I have a message for you,” the viewer might just as easily “see” 
the writer as someone young, beautiful, and white. In an article entitled “Cyberfeminism, Racism and 
Embodiment” (in Domain Errors! Cyberfeminist Practices, 2002), Maria Fernandez points out that “racism 
is, in large part, a complex of embodied practices sometimes quite separate from ideological positions” 
(30). The same can undoubtedly be said for other forms of marginalization. The legitimizing of 
marginalized perspectives, knowledges, and histories will undoubtedly rely on the legitimizing of the 
marginalized body.  
 
While some writers, such as Turkle, have suggested that cyberspace might be a place where we actually 
explore subjectivity through other identities (e.g., through gender-swapping) or transcend limitations of 
the body, Eryk Salvaggio’s research, articulated in an online Rhizome Digest article entitled “Gender in 
Online Communities” (2003) might be considered a counter to this argument, as it cites a study of 400 
online participants that found the top reason for gender-switching “was not curiosity over gender 
differences, but merely for new approaches to gaming.” Salvaggio concludes that “the internet does not 
radically alter the nature of men and women, nor does it alter the relationships between men and women 
when they interact with each other. The dynamic of power between genders remains intact, and it 
remains to be seen whether technology can spark changes in these structures, or simply serve as another 
means of facilitating them.”  

THE INTERNET IN FEMINIST ART 

If we have reasons to question cyberspace as a legitimate art environment, we also have cause to see it as 
a feminist tool. Donna Haraway points out that the Internet is really an “illegitimate offspring of 
militarism,” and “illegitimate offspring are often exceedingly unfaithful to their origins” (1991, 151). The 
medium has actually become modeled after many attributes that we associate with traditionally feminine 
culture: for example, rhizomatic networks of communication. In Cyberfeminism: Connectivity, Critique, 
Creativity (1999), Scarlet Pollock’s and Jo Sutton’s article entitled “WomenClick: Feminism and the 
Internet” documents ways in which feminists have used the Internet, claiming that it “offers the 
possibility of working in ways feminists have often aspired to, but have sometimes had difficulty 
achieving: those of inclusion, diversity, and transparency in an open process which can lead to action and 
change” (33). It also represents unprecedented access to art audiences. Feminists who are concerned 
(and understandably so) with the disenfranchisement of people who can’t afford to own computers might 
consider that there are perhaps even more who cannot afford the bus or air fare to the nearest city with 
an art gallery or museum. The Internet provides unprecedented access to both reproduction of work that 
might only otherwise be seen in galleries and museums and access to work designed specifically for 
interactive environments, and computer access is available in many libraries and schools. Moreover, 
digital interactive works that are exhibited in galleries (especially those accompanied by installation and 
interactive live performance) can present extraordinary, body-engaging experiences that contrast with 
the typical experience of two-dimensional art that is admired from a distance and not to be touched.  
 
Over the last decade, many feminist artists have made interactive media central to their art practices, 
precisely because of their problematic nature. While utilizing some of the unique capabilities of 
cyberspace (interactivity, digital imaging, animation, time-based action), they have provided cultural 
critiques of various institutions that can tyrannize the body, including the medium itself. Looking at some 
specific approaches to body representation (the avatar, the dismembered body, the absent body, the 
body as text and performance) may help us consider how women are using interactive media in ground-
breaking ways, while acknowledging some of the problematic aspects of both representation and medium.  

AVATAR EVOLUTION 

The avatar becomes an important foundation for discussion of body representation in cyberspace, since 
the “avatar” is, by definition, an embodiment of ideology, mythology, or religious beliefs--an archetype 
of sorts, according to the online American Heritage Dictionary--and it has been used by artists to 
represent complex political issues. Historically, prominent avatars seem to represent key developments in 
cyberfeminist identity.  
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I. VNS MATRIX  

Any discussion of avatars and “cyberfeminism” would need to include a look at the Australian artist group 
VNS Matrix, which, along with Sadie Plant, coined the term “cyberfeminism” in the early 90’s and was 
active from 1991 to 1997 (see Cyberfeminist Manifesto at http://www.obn.org/reading_room/ 
manifestos/html/cyberfeminist.html, 1991). The philosophy of VNS Matrix was to take ownership of 
cyber-technologies to create a feminine mythic space that explored possibilities for new symbolic order. 
The heroines of their game All New Gen, powered by “G-Slime”, were out to overtake Big Daddy 
Mainframe and, in Freudian terms, reclaim the phallic clitoris/penis that would have had to be 
rejected/repressed in order for a woman to develop a feminine identity. A playful critique of technophilia 
and patriarchy, the work of VNS Matrix simultaneously celebrated and parodied the notion of sexual 
power and techno-savvy in cyberspace. 

  
 
Figure 1. Cyberfeminist Manifesto,  
VNS Matrix, 1991 

 
Figure 2. All New Gen, CD-ROM,  
VNS Matrix, 1994-1995 

At the same time that VNS Matrix was writing their Cyberfeminist manifesto (1991), Donna Haraway was 
sharing with us her vision of the cyborg, a figure both mythical and “real” that helped us rethink our 
bodies in relationship to technology and simultaneously rethink paradigms that had been based on binary 
opposites (organism/machine, man/woman, culture/nature, etc.)—181. Since then, the image of the 
cyborg has, for some artists, come to represent an empowering hybridity, while others see it falling short 
of initial expectations.  

II. GRRRLS  

While VNS Matrix tempered their celebratory superbodies with skepticism and theory, many successors 
picked up on the utopian and celebratory potential of the avatar and left the theory behind. We see, for 
example, what we might think of as the “adolescent” avatar in the “grrrrl” movement: the character 
developed for the purpose of “rebellious” self-expression and wish-fulfillment. Some of these avatars use 
conventional imagery of social rebellion (e.g., tattoos, colored hair, sexy superhero garb). While it may 
be said that this imagery does more to perpetuate rather than question stereotypical imagery of women, 
taking on the “uniforms” of rebellion seems, for some, to be a necessary step in self-differentiation.  
 
Rosie Cross, Editor of the widely studied geekgirl.com (the self-proclaimed “world’s first cyberfeminist 
hyperzine for big-brained grrrls”), believes in the importance of creating an alternative subculture for 
girls and recognizes the power of tantalizing imagery to communicate to a large audience (the 
sophisticated graphics of her site present polished if predictable imagery of girls as superheroes or as 
punk vixens). 

Advancing the “grrls” model of rebellion with political and thought-provoking imagery, Marina Zurkow’s 
avatar “the brain girl” (www.thebraingirl.com) is the less sexually attractive, more theory-based, pre-
pubescent, freak-girl alter-ego to geekgirl. The Brain Girl (2000-2005) is a female monster cartoon whose 
brainy image appears to reference the birth defect anencephaly (in which the brain develops with no 
skull) and suggests that the smart girl is an image as anomalous to popular consciousness as a birth 
defect. But her prepubescent anatomy also indicates an inability to develop mature female genitals. No 
G-Slime here. This is a monster who has somehow avoided gender attributes by filling a cybersuit and 
getting plugged into a wall. In some respects, the woman as monster seems subversive in its refusal to 
become traditionally gendered, but it is also stunted, and fundamentally suggests that we must become a 
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spectacle if we dare to represent ourselves at all. In a 2005 project entitled Pets Part 1 and Pets Part 2, 
Brain Girl goes to the “Pets” store to get a puppy, only to find that the place is really a brothel where her 
mother works. Looking like a biotech-experiment-gone-awry (with three eyes, no limbs, and a print 
dress), “Mommy” explains to her “Little Larva” that her memory of Mommy is no longer of any use, and 
alludes to the fact that Brain Girl is, after all, primarily an electronic being. After crying about this 
revelation, Brain Girl leaves with her free Dalmatian—suggesting that we have more attachment to our 
pets and to our consumer culture than to our humanity. 

 
III. NATALIE BOOKCHIN: METAPET  

Pets become a recurring allusion in cyberfeminist art, perhaps the most celebrated of which has been 
Natalie Bookchin’s Metapet (2003), which uses cyborg characters to critique biotechnologies and 
corporate America in general. The Metapet is “a generation of humans that have been genetically 
modified with an obedience gene from a trained dog, which has been designed to create a new class of 
worker that is much more loyal and productive.” These pets, however, come with a minor factory flaw, a 
long tail. The players are the managers who must oversee the Metapet with careful reward systems, the 
goal being to increase efficiency and productivity. You (as the player/manager) can give your pet 
incentives such as money, company plaques, medical treatments, gene therapy, color change, tail 
removal, but your pet has to work hard to get those rewards.  

One potential problem with such covert and sophisticated avatars may be that, in order to be effective, 
they require a thinking and self-reflexive player, and they run a risk of “just being fun” for those players 
unlikely to engage critically in their game-playing.  

  
 
Figure 3. Metapet, Web Site Detail,  
Natalie Bookchin, 2003 1 

 
Figure 4. Metapet (2), Web Site Detail,  
Natalie Bookchin, 2003  

 
IV. PREMA MURTHY: BINDI GIRL 

Bindi Girl (1999, http://www.thing.net/~bindigrl/) one of the early works by Prema Murthy (former 
member of acclaimed collective fakeshop) incorporates a covert approach to cultural criticism (a porn 
site parody) that cannot be mistaken for a vicarious experience of pleasure, even as it slips into a medium 
known to be dominated by pornography. The project explores the social/political/religious body as text 
and interface, and even cleverly plays on the etymology of “avatar” as the incarnation of a Hindu deity in 
human or animal form. Bindi Girl begins to represent complex theories about technosociality, as it 
critiques social views of the female body as simultaneously sacred and pornographic, and questions 
utopian views of both religion and technology.  

We begin with Bindi’s bio, which rather directly states the philosophies of the site through Bindi’s 
questions about life (in a “VERY private moment”): “At first I thought technology would save me. . . . 
Then I turned to religion. But both have let me down.”  
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Figure 5. Bindi Girl, Web Site Detail, 
Prema Murthy, 1999 

 
Figure 6. Bindi Girl (2), Web Site Detail,  
Prema Murthy, 1999  

[>] web link  

 
THE DISMEMBERED BODY: LINDA DEMENT’S CYBERFLESH  

In contrast to the avatar, which can risk embodying utopian ideals or stereotypes, or even enticing 
viewers into pleasurable vicarious experiences, the dismembered body may risk shocking viewers so much 
that they may not “want to play.” Nevertheless, work such as Linda Dement’s CD-ROM art Typhoid Mary 
(1991), Cyberflesh GirlMonster (1995), and In My Gash (1999) brings us bodies fragmented, incised, 
pierced, and recombined, as it may be argued that all bodies are in cyberspace (as part of nonlinear 
interfaces / narratives; asynchronous communication; disembodied identities) and as they are part of a 
society that sees violence as implicit in patriarchal order. Dement is clearly critiquing as she mimics this 
order. The narrative text of Cyberflesh GirlMonster, for example, is as fractured as the body parts linked 
to it. At times the narrative is an obsessive look at the body (in one case bleeding out during a suicide), 
and at other times it is a dissociative experience (a prostitute on heroin while being raped and beaten, 
thinking how glad she is that she’s high). Furthermore, the narrative itself shifts perspectives: for 
example, from the dying woman bleeding out to the woman who comes in and copulates with the body.  

In some ways, Dement’s work reminds us of early in-your-face feminist body art or “cunt art,” as if the 
new medium itself requires an establishment of a woman’s right to be present in the domain.  

  
 
Figure 7. Cyberflesh Girlmonster,  
CD-ROM, Linda Dement, 1995  

 
Figure 8. In My Gash, CD-ROM,  
Linda Dement, 1999  
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THE BODY AS ADAPTED TEXT: THE INTRUDER 

While the dismembered and/or mutilated body as interface in the above examples comes to be associated 
with personal narratives of pain and fragmentation, Natalie Bookchin’s The Intruder (1999, 
http://www.calarts.edu/~bookchin/intruder/) and Jessica Loseby’s Textual Tango (2003, http:// 
www.rssgallery.com/textualtango.htm) are examples of the body represented as adapted text. 

Based on Jorge Luis Borges’ short story by the same name, Bookchin’s project The Intruder has been 
described as an experimental adaptation of the text “told in a hybrid form that exists on the border of 
computer and video arcade games and literature” (Leonardo Online Gallery). In Borges’ story, two 
brothers who are “in love” use a woman as a homosocial/homosexual conduit, then sell her to a whore 
house and kill her when they can no longer stand to share her. Bookchin sets up her game in the form of a 
Pong competition, so in one scene, for example, the icon of a woman is being hit back and forth as 
narrative about the sharing of the woman is read by a female voiceover and printed on screen. In 
another, two cowboy figures shoot at each other. Instead of being rewarded by points, players are 
rewarded by receiving more story text, which stops and starts based on whether the player misses or hits. 
So the engagement with text becomes much like an engagement in the sex act itself. The game suggests 
that the traditional male culture of confrontation, war, and domination of property are tied to notions of 
sexual conquest, objectification of women, and unresolved/unrealized homosocial/homosexual needs. 
The player, of course, becomes implemented in this culture merely by entering into the game 
environment itself.  

 
 
Figure 9. The Intruder, Web Site Detail, Natalie Bookchin, 1999. [>] Web link  

THE ABSENT BODY: DREAM KITCHEN 

One of the most interesting ways to present the body in interactive media may be to present its absence. 
This approach, of course, is in dramatic juxtaposition to Linda Dement’s work, for example, which gives 
us blood and guts. The absent body can be equally eerie and in some ways even more intriguing, as if it 
has been removed with surgical precision that is as clean as the space that’s left. Where is the family who 
lives in the house with the “Dream Kitchen,” we wonder, as we navigate through a CD by the same name, 
created by Leon Cmielewski and Josephine Starrs (former member of VNS Matrix) in 2000? We begin by 
navigating a clean and empty 3D kitchen and clicking on items such as the phone, the refrigerator, the 
stove. These clicks take us inside the walls of the kitchen, into electrical wiring or vermin-infested areas; 
under the refrigerator where forgotten pencils and pens come to life; behind the phone, into surveillance 
monitors of what appear to be images of a family in the kitchen, showing images of domestic violence and 
bondage. When we return to the kitchen each time, it is progressively more dingy (so hard to keep the 
“surfaces” clean, both literally and metaphorically), and still empty. Overall, the absent body seems to 
be particularly effective in showing identity in relationship to domestic space.  
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Figure 10. Dream Kitchen, CD-ROM,  
Leon Cmielewski and Josephine Starrs, 2000  

 
THE BODY IN PERFORMANCE  

SubRosa 
Some of the most interesting artwork challenging our notions of common ground between virtual and real-
life interaction is that which combines cybertechnologies with live performance. The cyberfeminist art 
collective subRosa combines live performances with cybertechnologies to bring awareness of biotech 
issues. For example, at Bowling Green State University, in a performance entitled US Grade AAA Premium 
Eggs (2002), subRosa members dressed as corporate representatives guiding students through an Internet 
survey designed to “Calculate Your Net Worth on the Flesh Market” (see Figure 11). 

 

 
 
Figure 11. US Grade AAA Premium Eggs,  
Performance, subRosa, 2002  
Reprint with permission, from Intelligent Agent Magazine, Volume 5, Issue 1 

Faith Wilding, a pioneer of the women’s art movement and member of subRosa, reports that some 
students have became so upset by the group’s presence of the “trade show representatives” at these 
performances that they have complained to university administrators, only to find that the very issues 
that are upsetting them are the issues the group is trying to illuminate—namely, corporate 
commodification of the body, without accountability to the public. subRosa follows up with critical 
engagement about biotech issues—for example, by holding convocations with the students or providing 
literature. 
 
Art practices that include crossovers from cyber experience to live performance (including those of 
subRosa, Critical Art Ensemble and others) seem to provide a unique look at the "crossover" from screen 
to real space and the qualitative differences we experience in each space. They suggest that getting at 
the problems of the aesthetic experience in artistic virtual environments might mean looking beyond 
issues of representation in terms of perception, cognition, and signification, and grappling with the 
nature of corporeality and materiality in live interaction--the possibility that what flesh and blood (or 
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bricks and mortar, or paint and canvas) mean to us (sociopolitically and otherwise) might be 
fundamentally different than what virtual "presence" can mean.  

 
CYBERFEMINIST PROGRESSIONS 

It is perhaps no coincidence that many pieces in this collection of cyberfeminist art represent the body in 
a transgressive and/or violated state, with movement through/across borders that can communicate both 
transcendence and violence. We are left to suspect that hybridity is not always a lofty ideal. While Linda 
Dement’s work is probably most notable for its violent imagery, even the Brain Girl, a relatively clean 
vector animation, shows bodies that are subjects of genetic/cyber violence. The theme of violation is 
often represented as sexual violation (as in Dement’s work, for example) and technological violation (as 
in the body being harvested for biotech purposes or disciplined and punished by repetitive work).  
 
The theme of woman as monster or woman as pet, which seems to be prevalent in work such as Braingirl’s 
Pets, Metapet, CyberFlesh GirlMonster, and other cyberfeminist work, in some respects provokes thought 
about bodies merging with technology, and on the other hand reinforces established stereotypes about 
feminine embodiment as monstrous (e.g., as explored in Barbara Creed’s Monstrous-Feminine: Film, 
Feminism, Psychoanalysis). Such imagery is also enigmatic and seductive drawing us into an environment 
that otherwise might fail to capture our fleeting attention as we consider other attractions that are a 
quick click away.  

Many powerful interactive media pieces seem to be those that seduce us into seemingly familiar 
interactive territory (a chat, a game, a room, a trade show, etc.), and then thwart our expectations, 
causing a shift in viewer perspective. When we look at progressions of some of cyberfeminist work, 
however, we see some artists moving away from playful deceptions, clever avatars, and sensationalistic 
images toward more direct confrontations of sociopolitical issues. .  

For example, in a current project, Natalie Bookchin is working with political theorist Jacqueline Stevens 
to create a “ massive multi-player global politics game challenging the violence and inequality of our 
present political system.” AgoraXchange (2004-2005, http://www.agoraxchange.net/index.php? 
page=279#279) is the site where the public has been providing input into the development of the 
aesthetics and rules of a game that will re-imagine current world order (tag line: “Make the Game. 
Change the World.”).  

 

 
 
Figure 12. AgoraXchange, Web Site Detail, Natalie Bookchin and Jacqueline Stevens, 2004-present.   
[>] Web link  
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Prema Murthy’s activist art moves from Bindi Girl, the avatar who has been prostituted in the process of 
technosociality, to Mythic Hybrid (2002, http://www.turbulence.org/Works/mythichybrid/index.html#) 
which involves video documentation of real Indian women whose bodies are violated by global 
mechanization.   In Mythic Hybrid—a title alluding to a term from Haraway’s Cyborg Manifesto—Murthy 
went to India to videotape a group of women working in micro-electronics factories, and then created a 
web site that allows us to access images and excerpts from interviews, which indicate, for instance, the 
women’s extreme exhaustion and their need to be with the newborn children they have sent back to their 
villages to be raised.  

 
 
Figure 13. Mythic Hybrid, Web Site Detail, Prema Murthy, 2002.  
 [>] Web link  

While Haraway’s manifesto was radical for its time and has inspired much of Murthy’s work, the artist 
reflected in an interview for Nettime (2003): “In retrospect, the concept of the mythic hybrid seems to 
lack a realistic consideration of the difficulties involved with hybridization and takes a very ‘optimistic’ 
approach to contestation through creativity and the imagination.”  

In Domain Errors! Cyberfeminist Practices (2002), subRosa situates cyberfeminisms, considers important 
work to be done (for example, addressing racism in cyberenvironments), and provides information and 
inspiration for cyberfeminist practices, including a “Manifesto for Becoming Autonomous Zones.” In 2004, 
seventeen essays addressing the intersection of science and gender studies were published in the book 
entitled Cyberfeminism: Next Protocols, edited by Claudia Reiche and Verena Kuni, which began as a call 
posted on email lists by the Old Boys Network (the first cyberfeminist alliance). Writers from media 
studies, cultural studies, philosophy, and art history—including Prema Murthy, who wrote about Mythic 
Hybrid--discussed issues of the body in relationship to cybertechnologies and considered cyberfeminist 
approaches from art, theory, and activism. Engaging the very technologies that present potential for 
abuse, cyberfeminist artists and writers have continued to have a voice in sociopolitical issues concerning 
the somatic and culturally defined body, working to assure that the last decade of cyberfeminist thought 
will continue to be part of our awareness. 
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FROM NEW MEDIA FROM THE PERIPHERY  
Nancy Atakan 
 
www.nancyatakan.com 

 

 

 

Before the political and economic innovations initiated in the 1980s by the Turgut Özal administration, Turkey had 
a closed economical system that restricted foreign trade, travel, and currency. Consequently, a 
technological climate based on imported goods essential for the use of new media by artists did not 
emerge in Turkey until the last half of the 1990s. Another impetus for change from a traditionally 
oriented atmosphere began with the implementation of the international biennial. At the first 
International Istanbul Biennial in 1987, Turkish artists showed work along side that of international artists. 
In the subsequent Istanbul biennials the Istanbul art community became familiar with curated and themed 
exhibitions while most participating Turkish artists started to gain acceptance to the international art 
circuit. 

Therefore, in the early 1990s when I became interested in ‘new media’ and began research for a book 
entitled Arayışlar, Resim ve Heykel’e Alternatifler (Searching for Alternatives to Painting and Sculpture), 
art work using new media had not been accepted by local galleries, institutions, and collectors. In 1994, 
working with a group of other artists under the title of STT (Art Definition Group), I helped to transform 
an unused garage into an alternative art space to present work emerging from an on-going group video 
project. 

Continuing to show in alternative spaces and aiming to gain acceptance for work made using new media 
such as colored photocopies, digital prints and video, between 1997 and 1999, first in a space rented from 
the local municipality, next in our studio, then in a gallery rented from Istanbul Technical University, and 
finally in a local art magazine, three other artists and I organized three shows entitled “Arada” (In 
Between) and one called “Ardarda” (Back to Back -- a word in Turkish that also contains the Turkish word 
‘arada’). 
 
By 2000 not only had video and digital art been accepted, but the Istanbul art community had become 
polarized into two groups, those working with ‘new media’ and those using conventional techniques. To 
help bridge this gap, we, the four ‘arada’ artists, invited other artists working in different mediums to 
exhibit with us in an artist organized project. Between 2000 and 2004, three exhibitions resulted from 
this coordination, “Yerli Mallar” (Local Produce), “Yurttan Sesler” (Voices from the Homeland), and 
“Aileye Mahsustur” (Families Only). In addition to these joint projects, we have also exhibited separately. 
For example, Gülçin Aksoy showed in the 2001 Asia Biennial in Bangladesh, Neriman Polat showed in the 
1999 6 th Istanbul Biennial and the 2003 Venice Biennial, Gül Ilgaz also showed in the 2003 Venice 
Biennial, and I in the 2002 “Between the Waterfronts”, Istanbul/Rotterdam Cultural Exchange as well as 
the 2003 8th Havana Biennal Cuban Pavilion Video Film Program. 

As some of the first artists to make videos and digital prints in Turkey, we continue to work with new 
media. Most of our work touches on sociological or psychological topics related to life in Istanbul. For 
example, one of my most recent video works from 2003 entitled The Sun Always Rises in the East deals 
with globalisation. Even though one of the first covered shopping centers (Bazaars) was built here over 
400 years ago, today, shopping malls based on American models are popping up all over Istanbul as 
symbols of modernization. For this video work, I filmed inside a shopping center in North Carolina and 
inside the Turkish covered bazaar. Later, I projected the film onto the ceiling of one of the most popular 
Istanbul shopping centers. More of my work can be seen at www.nancyatakan.com.  
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Figure 1. The Sun Always Rises in the East, Nancy Atakan, 2003  
 
In her 2002 Untitled video work Gülçin Aksoy dealt with the topic of surveillance. For this piece she 
videoed the outside of an apartment building across from hers and recorded the sounds made by their 
inhabitants as they went about their normal evening activities. 
 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Untitled, Gülçin Aksoy, 2002  
 
While both Gülçin and I manipulate images, edit our films and add sound, Neriman Polat uses one shot 
videoed images. Any editing is minimal by VHS to VHS. In this untitled video, she explicitly demonstrates 
her obsession with and even erotic attraction to television. Generally, she films intimate inside scenes 
such as her studio, her bedroom, her kitchen or her bathroom. 
 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Neriman Polat, Untitled 2002  
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Curators Speak about Video Art in Turkey To present different perspectives about new media (particularly 
the most prevalently used technique, video), I interviewed seven local curators. I first spoke with Beral 
Madra, curator of the 1 st and 2 nd Istanbul Biennials. She said: “The video technique is used by Turkish 
artists, but we should still ask if 'New Media' or even 'Video Art' with full significant content and technical 
skill has truly developed in Turkey.” 1 In her opinion video art is used because it is easy to make, easy to 
transport, easy to show, and gives instant results. 

Being particularly interested in political art, she finds the artist’s viewpoint and their intention of 
particular importance. In her opinion, video art needs to be part of an installation and contain some 
element of Surrealism or Hyperrealism. For example, she pointed out important early 1990 video works 
that emerged from workshops sponsored by the Goethe Institute cultural exchange program for Marmara 
University teaching assistants and students. One of these workshops held at BM Contemporary Art Center 
(an institution she founded) resulted in a video installation about water transportation that played on 
phenomena related to the spectator's perception. 

Two other artists working with video whose work she supports are Ergin Çavuşoğlu and Ethem Özgüven. As 
a professor at Bilgi University, Özgüven makes short videos that he refers to as social advertisements. He 
has also works with a project to teach filming and editing skills to females of all educational levels living 
in rural areas. As a result of this program, a corp of local residents capable of recording for the media 
their viewpoint on important issues can be found outside of the urban centers. 2 

At the 2003 Istanbul Biennial, Madra found of particular significance, Ergin Çavuşoğlu’s video installation 
called Entanglement. This work makes spectators feel as if they are being monitored by lights in a prison 
courtyard or by helicopters flying over a city underseige.  

  
 
Figure 4. Entanglement, Ergin Çavuşoğlu, 2003  

Vasıf Kortun, curator of the 3rd Istanbul Biennial in 1992, said “I cannot define ‘new media’ because ‘new 
media’ is always in the process of becoming ‘old media’. Artistic production continually changes with 
every new technology.” (3) He had observed that until five years ago artists working with new media 
predominately used photography or photographically based work such as digital prints whereas today most 
artists are making time-based work with a few artists of the younger generation making sound-based work. 

In Istanbul, Kortun founded two art institutions, Platform, a contemporary art center with exhibition 
space, lecture halls, archives, and a residency, and Proje 4L, a non-collecting contemporary art 
institution/museum. He still manages Platform, but only serves on the board at Proje 4L. 

Even though they show a lot of media based work at both institutions and a manageable postproduction 
studio will soon be installed at Platform, Kortun ascribes the emphasis on ‘new media’ to economics. 
While he cannot afford to transport large installations and huge artworks or pay for artists to come to set 
up their work, he can find finances to invest once a year in DVD players and video beamers and to 
transport videos using a fast courier service. Unfortunately, Kortun has observed that many students, 
artists, and spectators have incorrectly interpreted this trend as a sign of support for this type of work, 
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but he does not believe technology to be essential for good work. For example, he says that the Nordic 
countries have amazing technology and schools, but most of the work is dull. 

He believes that Turkish artist’s obsession with speech explains their past fifteen year concentration on 
work described through a relationship with narrative structures. Even in photographical works, he has 
observed that a narrative unfolds. For example, Bülent Şancar, in his work from the early 1990s, did not 
present single images, but images in a narrative sequence. 

Another artist using narrative in his videos, Fikret Atay appeared in two shows Kortun curated last year. 
Atay, a Kurdish artist who lives and works in a small town in Eastern Turkey called Batman, filmed his 
video work showing street children taking shelter and dancing to keep warm in a bank-o-matic. To film 
Rebels of the Dance he used a borrowed high 8 camera and edited from VHS to VHS. Dan Cameron, the 
curator of the last Istanbul biennial, selected this video for exhibition and it is now in the Tate Modern 
Collection. I asked Atay if he saw himself as a video artist. He said that he begins with the concept and 
then chooses an appropriate medium. (4) 

  
 
Figure 5. Rebels of the Dance, Fikret Atay, 2003  

In general, Kortun believes that in Turkey, an interface between programmers and artists or between 
hardware and software does not exist. Turkish artists making videos rely on ready software such as Final 
Cut Pro and do not look for possibilities to manipulate software. Rather than exploring the possibilities of 
technology, they simply use it as a new tool to articulate a new sentence. Only artists who studied film or 
new media in the USA such as Ali Ömer Kazma or Haluk Akakçe differ. 

In his video installations, Akakçe, who received his MFA from the Art Institute of Chicago and has 
exhibited work in the 2001 7th Istanbul Biennial as well as at the New York Whitney Art Museum at Philip 
Morris in 2002, blends Art Deco, sci-fi and cyborgs, architecture, comic-book romanticism and fashion 
“into a shape-shifting world that on some level mirrors contemporary reality, with its transforming or 
evaporating distinctions between nation and corporation, public and private, technological and organic, 
even genders and species.” (5) 

Ali Ömer Kazma who also exhibited in the 2001 7 th Istanbul Biennial after studying at the New School in 
New York is interested in the social implications of the camera. Kortun commented that small cameras 
are less intrusive and more intimate than large professional equipment. Of course, as he also pointed out, 
using the camera’s microphone brings problems with sound, but a large crew with a boom operator would 
have prevented Kazma from capturing the intimate moments of the soccer players in the locker room 
during the year he filmed a local team. From this project, not only did Kazma produce a feature film 
shown in theaters, but also a video installation for galleries. Likewise, he could not have captured the 
spontaneity of a child playing with a video game in another of his short videos called Mr. Loading.  
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Figure 6. Mr. Loading, Ali Ömer Kazma, 2001  

Fülya Erdemci, coordinator of the 4 th and 5 th biennials, places an emphasis on aesthetics and searches 
for work showing a balance between content and format. While stressing the importance of receiving an 
art foundation whether as a sculptor, a painter, a photographer, or filmmaker, she does not find 
technological expertise essential. 

She has observed that not only in Turkey but also in Europe, predominately, artists have adapted the 
language of documentary for artistic purposes. At the 2002 Dokumenta Exhibition in Kasel, she noticed 
that 80 percent of the work was video and 80 percent of the videos were documentary and political in 
nature. But, in her opinion there is another trend as well. Some artists see video as a visual language and 
use the medium to research alternative visual formats. 

As an example, she pointed out Ebru Özseven who choses very banal topics to manipulate our perception 
of time. In a video work entitled Bitter Chocolate, she captures the action of making a chocolate cake. By 
varying speeds of the action, taping one minute very slow and the next a bit faster, she produces a type 
of visual game that allows a detailed observation of this act. Making a cake takes on a dream-like state 
and becomes an artistic action. More than documentation, through experimentation with the tools of 
video, Ebru searches for different visual formats and each frame of the video becomes like a painting. (6) 

Ali Akay, believes that after 2000, digital prints, digital videos, and video installations have begun to have 
an exchange value in the art market, but the number of galleries and collectors is still very limited. 
Gradually a new generation of art collectors who watched MTV, grew up watching television, playing 
video games and were exposed to video art during their travels abroad has begun to emerge. In his 
opinion, little difference exists between western art and art made in Turkey, but Turkish artists finding it 
hard to finance artwork, may go into advertising or filmmaking as their predominant profession. 

Seza Paker’s artistic endeavors exemplify the type of work Akay finds significant. She uses traditional 
materials such as paint, pencil, ink, clippings from newspapers, pages from her sketchbooks together with 
new materials, animation, video and photography, to show a mental process. For example, to create a 
multiple layered piece, she combines photographs of a space with drawings, then photographs this 
combination, and next incorporates these into a video work. After manipulating sound and adding 
subtitles her work becomes a perfect example of work referred to by Robert Morgan as post perceptual. 
For another piece, she first videoed her designs, then photographed the video of her designs, later made 
an animated film of the photographs of her video, and finally drew designs of the animation. Akay called 
this virtual journey a cybertrip, a term he took from Hegel. After finishing the cybertrip, she shows the 
designs along side the video and photographs. In this manner, she not only mixes materials for individual 
artworks, but also shows a mixture of techniques side by side in one exhibition space. (7)  

One of the younger cuarators, Erden Kosova, says that the contemporary art production in Turkey of the 
last decade has been heavily based on techniques of narration related to the complex social texture of 
the country fed by numerous traumas, political and cultural conflicts with little emphasis on 
epistemological reflection or experimentation with the used material and technology. The relative 
poverty experienced in the first fifty years of the Turkish Republic produced a cultural environment 
tending to employ and recycle 'poor material'. The first generation of artists that used some form of new 
media followed Arte Povera tradition while the later generation of younger artists ironised this 'belated' 
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arrival of modernization. The younger artists have had more access to foreign art catalogues and 
magazines, first-hand encounters during the Istanbul Biennials with the artists and works produced 
elsewhere and opportunities for artist-in-residence programmes, grants or scholarships in Western and 
Northern Europe. Therefore, they adopted the recent technologies of presentation [digital editing, 
projection etc.] successfully, but they retained this use as instrumental to develop their narrative works. (8) 

Levent Calıkoğlu emphasized the lack of technical support. Galleries and artists do not have the 
equipment that is available during the biennials. Since few artists own their own cameras, a type of 
cooperative sharing takes place. Artists borrow equipment from the few who own computers or cameras. 
Without understanding the concepts, theory or history, younger artists tend to use video because it is 
fashionable. While the 2001 biennial showed the highly sophisticated productions of such western artists 
as Chris Cunningham, the 2003 biennial by not placing emphasis on technical expertise could include more 
of the naive, almost amateur video work done in Turkey. (9)  

Documentary or Pseudo-Documentary Video Work  
All the curators agreed that most Turkish video work is documentary or pseudo-documentary. Each 
mentioned Kutluğ Ataman, the most internationally known Turkish artist working in this genre. He 
participated in the 1997 5 th Istanbul Biennial, 1999 Venice Biennial, 2002 Sao Paulo Biennial, 2002 
Documenta 11 in Kassel, and the 2003 Tate Triennial. Coming from a background in filmmaking, he makes 
hybrid work that brings together fictional film, documentary video, and even the genre of pornography. 
For his video installation, Women Who Wear Wigs, Kutluğ arranged four video projections side by side to 
show interviews he had made with a prostitute, a woman with cancer, a Moslem student (who would only 
allow her voice to be recorded), and a transvestite.  
 

  

 

 

 
Figure 7. Women Who Wear Wigs, Kutluğ Ataman, 1999  

Another artist mentioned by all the curators, Esra Ersen, comes from a background in fine arts, but uses 
the language of documentary to poetically present social situations. She participated in the Istanbul 1995 
4 th Istanbul, the Biennial 2002 Manifesta 4 in Frankfurt, the 2003 8 th Istanbul Biennial, and showed work 
in 2003 at the Walker Art Center in the USA. For the video work Brothers and Sisters, she gained the trust 
of illegal immigrants living in Istanbul and taped them in their natural surroundings. For the Turkish 
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spectator who is used to thinking of the Turk as the migrant worker abroad, it was interesting to be 
reminded of the numerous African, Bulgarian, Moldavian illegal workers living in Turkey. This led to a 
realization that these illegal workers in their own country are more marginal than the Turkish workers in 
Europe who do have a legal status.  

  
 
Figure 8. Brothers and Sisters, Esra Ersen, 2003  
 
After the birth of her first child, Canan Şenol, another young artist compared her post-natal home 
confinement in a modern apartment building with that of a confined prisoner. During this period of her 
life, she made a pseudo-documentary piece about the inmates of Turkish prisons that were conducting a 
hunger strike against the use of single cell, increased surveillance new prison units that would replace the 
traditional community-type prisons. For this poetic work, Şenol interviewed the strikers and arranged 
images of these interviewees in a rotating four-cell grid with images of their only nourishment; sugar 
cubes, sugared water, and sponges for wetting their lips. 
 

 

 

 
Figure 9. Hunger Strike, Canon Şenol, 2000  
 
Another young artist from Eastern Turkey, Halil Altindere, who participated in the 1997 5 th International 
Istanbul Biennial, works not only as an artist, but also as an artist/curator. He believes there is a danger 
that spectators can be mesmerized by technology, and totally overlook gaining an understanding of the 
concept of a work. Perhaps coming from a marginal culture makes him particularly sensitive to the 
various sub-cultures living in the city of Istanbul. His film, Who are you Looking At? while appearing to be 
spontaneous, is actually staged. Most people living in Istanbul would not object to being filmed. To attain 
the atmosphere of aggression, he asked various members of the Istanbul sub-culture who live in the city 
center to scream at and attack his camera. In this manner, he created a fictional narrative that resembles 
a documentary video. 
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Figure 10. Who are you looking at? Halil Altindere, 2002  
 
Şener Özmen who lives and works in the eastern city of Diyarbakır creates work that ironically depicts his 
marginal position. In his film that uses low technology, Road to Tate Modern, he portrays a Don Quixote 
type figure that travels across the roughed terrain of Eastern Turkey searching for the route to the Tate 
Modern. In this video, he spoke in Kurdish and later added English subtitles.  
 

 

 

 
Figure 11. Road to the Tate Modern, Şener Özmen, 2003 
 
Coming from an older generation of artists, Gülsün Karamustafa, who participated in both the 1992 2 nd 
and 1995 4 th International Istanbul Biennial, had worked in the 1980s and early 90s as an art director and 
film maker. Known particularly for her interest in issues related to migration and the kitsch life style in 
Turkey, she made her first art film in the late 1990s. Feeling a need to attain a high quality of image and 
sound, she chose to work with a professional crew and professional artists. In her short film entitled Men 
Crying she used three male professional actors who had been very famous in 1970 Turkish cinema to act 
out her scenario depicting Turkish men’s methods of showing emotion. Filmed in black and white, this 
film seems to take on the characteristics of a melodramatic 1970 film, but it still captures a quality of 
timelessness. (11) 
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Figure 12. Men Crying, Gülsün Karamustafa, 2001  
 
 
Local Universities  
At present there are no video art or new media departments in local universities. Youth wishing to become 
professional video art filmmakers enroll in photography, cinema, or visual communications departments of 
the university. Most artists presently making video work have fine arts backgrounds and are mainly self-
taught. Recently a few universities have begun to teach animation, web design, and sound engineering. 

Elif Çelebi who teaches at the Marmara University makes aesthetic video works such as Desire, a film she 
made for an exhibition curated by Ali Akay about a modern version of Dante’s Devine Comedy.  

 

 

 
Figure 13. Desire, Elif Çelebi, 2001  

Çevdet Erek an architect/sound engineer who both studies and teaches at Istanbul Technical University 
made a video/sound installation for the 8th International Istanbul Biennial. In his work, either he begins 
with visual images and brings them into a relationship with sound or he begins with sounds and puts them 
into a relationship with images. (12) For his 2002 video installation, In the Courtyard, he used three DVD 
projections to show manipulated images of his university’s exterior and 6 speakers to generate the sound 
of the environment. The installation with distorted images of buildings was reminiscent of the chaos and 
distruction after an earthquake. 

Genco Gulan, who studied at the New School in New York and teaches computer design at Yedi Tepe 
University believes “new media” defined as a combination of bio-technology, artificial intelligence, and 
digital communication technologies, will bring radical changes not only in the arts but also in all fields of 
life. In a video piece called “Grundig” he filmed a female swim team playing rugby underwater with a TV 
monitor as the ball. He made this piece that shows a power struggle in which players try to both capture 
and get rid of the screen, to symbolize his love/hate relationship with media. (13) 
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Selim Birsel who teaches at Sabancı University makes videos that depend totally on perception. Some of 
his films resemble MTV video clips that capture a time between sleep and wakening.  

 

 

 
Figure 14. Selim Birsel  

Ali Demirel an Ankara based artist who spent several years working with media art in the United States 
makes political statements. In his video entitled Why is it This Way? he downloaded and manipulated 
images from the television broadcasts of the 2002 election campaign. Other examples of his work can be 
seen at www.magnetmus.net. Halil Altindere selected this piece for one of the exhibitions he curated for 
Proje 4L in 2003. 

  
 
Figure 15. Why is it this way? Ali Demirel, 2002  
 
 

Internet as Exhibition Space 
While virtual art tends to be relatively unique here, there are several important examples. In 2000 two 
artists, Güven Incirlioğlu who teaches at Yıldız Univiversity in Istanbul and Hakan Topal who works in the 
New Media section of the New Museum in New York City, created an online collective dedicated to art and 
politics that was included in the 8th Istanbul International Biennial. Using photographic tools and 
exchanging data between New York and Istanbul, these artists surreyed the urban landscape siding with 
the losers to show, the desolate, neglected, ruined, derelict individual living a peripheral existence. 
Realizing that both the east and west have oppressed and deceived people struggling to exist with the 
present disparate distribution of capital and power, they made their online project called 
www.xurban.net. (14) 

Başak Şenova, one of Turkey’s youngest curators is particularly interested in promoting new media art 
work. In our e-mail communication she said that since new media signifies a potential for innovatively 
using emerging digital communication technologies within the field of contemporary art to broaden the 
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boundaries of modes of presentation, all of the artists in Turkey working with video can not be considered 
as new media artists. In her opinion, a conceptually sophisticated artwork always needs to be connected 
to the discourse of its medium/media. (15) 

Şenova has been working with several groups to promote new media endeavors. For instance, in 2002, she 
worked with a group of engineers, designers, architects, curators and writers to found ‘NOMAD’ 
(http://www.nomad-tv.net) with the aim of searching for experimental approaches to digital art.     

Since then, she has also helped to launch several projects such as CTRL_ALT-DEL ( http://www.project-
ctrl-alt-del.com), Turkey’s first sound-art endeavor. Between September and November of 2002 in 
Maastricht, Netherlands, and Istanbul, Turkey, more than 30 people from 16 different countries 
participated in workshops, panels, performances, and made a website and an exhibition centered around 
new media.   
 
Furthermore, the 2003 site-specific project, memetics, encoded interactive responses from viewers as 
sounds, actions, and visuals of knowledge to create a narrative quality. Also in 2003, over a three-day 
period, working in a public art project, GLASSIGHTS, http://www. kuzudesign.com/glassights artists 
projected their video work onto the panes of three windows of an apartment/gallery. In this project, 
while proposing ways of perceiving the city and being an inhabitant of the city, these artists also re-
considered the inherited physical implications of looking at and through window-glass. 
 
A web-based project launched in early 2004, projectpitch, used identical visual images from different 
geographic areas such as the USA, Turkey, The Netherlands, China, Hong Kong, Russia, and Scandinavia, 
to research problems related to globalization. Later in 2004, they plan to capture live video images of 
people in three different cities as they move through urban spaces for a series of installations entitled 
urbanflows. This project will use Max/MSP/Jitter and custom software mobile telephony. At the present, 
this group is also collaborating with the Israeli Center for Digital Art, Holon, to originate other new-media 
related projects. (16) 
 
There are several other artists who have on-line projects: Aras Özgün, A turkish video artist and scholar, 
lives and work in NY. http://www.pyromedia.org He is the co-founder of Turkish Autonomous group 
www.Korotonomedya.net; Mali Üzelgün is currently publishing Kısa Devre, a periodical published in 
various formats, including internet, video, CD, posters http://www.korotonomedya.net; Genco Gulan has 
created an on-line museum called www.istanbulmuseum.org 
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An installation of digital prints titled War Room by artists Tarek Al-Ghoussein and Chris Kienke is compelling both 
as a voluminous and illumined statement on the intertwined nature of contemporary media and war. The 
viewer, surrounded by banks of backlit TV screen images digitally recorded during the Iraq war, is drawn 
into an encapsulated space. The panoptic experience transfixes and mesmerizes the spectator. The initial 
feeling of being enveloped and overwhelmed by flickering images gradually gives way to exploring the 
individual elements that comprise this TV mosaic. The sheer quantity of visual data –an intuitive 
recognition of the historical import of the documented event – and the sense of mystification that arises 
from contemplating the intervention of cartoon frames among graphic scenes of war, all grip the 
observer. The installation is well crafted and, despite the nature of the subject—war—it is, more inviting 
and accessible to the average person than much of the contemporary technology-based art created today. 
Viewers may approach the work in a hushed silence more appropriate to a mausoleum, yet there is a 
tendency for this silence to morph into serious dialogue with fellow visitors as they begin to reflect upon 
their interaction with the images.  

 

 

Figure 1. The War Room , Tarek Al-Ghoussein and Chris Kienke. 
Installation view, May 2006, Sharjah Biennial 7. 
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Al-Ghoussein and Kienke wrote in their artists’ statement, “(t)he work at once underlines the ultimate 
subjectivity of experience and highlights some of the limits within which individual opinions are formed.” 
The artists specifically refer to the numerous levels of filtration to which the exhibited images have been 
subjected. The initial stage of filtration occurs at the media level—what embedded journalists captured 
and the pre-selection of footage for production, editing and broadcasting. Another level of filtration 
relates to the banal aspects of the artists’ daily routines. Over 1500 images were shot from the TV screen 
throughout the duration of the war, but questions arise about what transpired while they were sleeping, 
working, watching a different channel, or deciding which images were worth recording. The random 
selection of images to be included in the installation was done mechanically, adding yet another level of 
filtration. 1 A final layer of filtration, not specifically addressed in the artists’ statement, occurs between 
the exhibited images and the viewer. The space between the observed and the observer is the site of 
constructed meaning. The dialogue is personal and subjective, and as varied as the individual who 
encounters the images. Responses might range from the trite and banal recognition of various media 
personalities or familiar TV stations to more profound existential reflections about inhumane actions and 
cultural extinction. 

People recall when some traumatic event occurs (e.g. 9/11, war, earthquake, or tsunami) by connecting 
it to where they were at the time they heard the news. War Room invites this type of dialogue. Who 
doesn’t remember the moment when the “Shock and Awe” invasion of Iraq was staged with embedded 
journalists riding sidesaddle on an M1A2 Abrams tank? In War Room, screens with text like BREAKING 
NEWS / Day 1 / Day 2 / Soldiers in Baghdad in 3-4 days serve as cues for temporal events and subjective 
reflections. The viewer is also enticed to consider the importance of the unfamiliar as well as the 
familiar. Some images from the Iraq War—such as the politically sensitive action of the U.S. soldier 
placing the American flag on the statue of Saddam Hussein before it was pulled down by American tanks, 
the now infamous Abu Ghraib prison photos, and the so-called precision night bombings of Baghdad--are 
ubiquitous. Other selections in this installation invite contemplation on the role of journalistic protocol, 
agency, and agenda. For example, would the disturbing image of a young boy with the top of his head 
blown off while his face remained intact air on both CNN and Al Jazeera networks? And, when the same 
images do appear in both contexts, is the reporting of the event slanted toward different ideologies? 

The exhibition of War Room in the Sharjah Biennial 7 in 2005 was a modified and expanded version of a 
previous installation. The number of panels doubled and the images were superimposed on black wall-
sized light boxes to provide backlighting. This effectively evokes the feeling that one’s field of vision is 
filled with TV screens. A stack of monitors with looping images was an experimental addition that 
solidified the relationship between the cultures of media and spectatorship. Clearly, the emphasis in War 
Room is on the ‘visual’ experience. Sound is not included, as is often the case within the genre of new art 
practices where artists seek to engage viewers through multiple sensorial means. The visual language is 
left to speak for itself, and the viewer is responsible for interpreting meaning. The experience of 
observing is similar to watching multiple TV displays through an invisible sound barrier. The mute images 
envelope viewers in silence transporting them into an inner world of reflection and contemplation. The 
observer looks for patterns or some sense of logic or structure, where none exists, although there are the 
occasional, random sequences of frames that encourage us to think otherwise. Narratives, stories, logical 
associations are fundamental to human thought. Responding to the desire for connectedness, the mind 
struggles to assemble the scenes displayed into some kind of grand meta-narrative. 
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Figure 2. The War Room, Tarek Al-Ghoussein and Chris Kienke.  
People in the installation, May 2006, Sharjah Biennial 7. 

. . . Saddam holding his rifle, chemical and biological missile fears in France, photos of a lion and lioness 
with cubs, images of Arafat in youth and old age, clips from Fahrenheit 9/11 and Hollywood’s Just a Kiss, 
cartoons of fighting pigs, images of Rod Stewart, scenes from a beauty pageant, pumpkin spice cookie 
recipes, information on an endangered language in Guatemala spoken by only 150 people, Donald 
Rumsfeld and George Bush and Tony Blair, Nighthawk helicopter crash, and coffins draped with US flags, a 
Star Movie image of a man behind bars, an oil plant with human skulls laying in the foreground, bloodied 
victims of violence, Walt Disney pictures, 2004 Olympics, anti-war protests, blank TV screens . . . 

 

 
 
Figure 3. The War Room, Tarek Al-Ghoussein and Chris Kienke.  
Detail of the installation, May 2006, Sharjah Biennial 7. 
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What could they all mean? How can we make sense of these pieces of a puzzle? Are there specific visual 
hooks designed to lure the viewer? Nicholas Mirzoeff’s recent publication of Watching Babylon—The War 
in Iraq and Global Visual Culture foregrounds a number of relevant points that provide an entrée into 
understanding an installation like War Room. Neither Mirzoeff nor the artists Al-Ghoussein and Kienke 
attempt to expose the veracity of the media images or the fallacies that underpin political and military 
policies. Instead, they prefer, as Mirzoeff phrased it, to enable “people as agents of sight” to respond 
according to individual subjectivities. 2 The artists are more interested in eliciting responses from the 
audience than in advancing a specific political position. This Post-Modernist concern with using art as a 
catalyst for audience response accounts for the lack of an internal cohesive narrative among the TV media 
images displayed in War Room. At first glance, it might seem counterintuitive to have serialized images 
detached from a narrative thread. However, Mirzoeff, drawing upon Foucault’s concept of the event, 
explains the need for repetition of non-narrative forms. The event itself must be framed within a series to 
be intelligible. 3 The event in this case is the Iraq war in all its complexity. The multiplicity of images in 
War Room not only makes it intelligible as an event, but also allows for an infinite number of viewpoints 
to arise from the subjective position of each observer. 

Mirzoeff also stresses the importance of the place of viewing because, he reasons, in our modern world 
every locality is part of the global. 4 Locality was certainly a matter of significance and coincidence for 
the artists themselves. Their backgrounds are quite different. Tarek Al-Ghoussein is a Palestinian with 
Kuwaiti nationality who completed undergraduate and graduate studies in the United States. Chris Kienke 
was born in upstate New York and was educated in the American Midwest. Although at first glance they 
appear to have little in common, these artists do share similar tastes in art and music. Both are living as 
expatriates in the United Arab Emirates and teaching art at the American University in Sharjah. Initially 
unaware of what the other was doing, each artist began a digital documentation of the TV media images 
they were watching in their homes at the onset of the Iraq War. Neither had any idea what they would do 
with the visual data they collected, but ultimately discovered their mutual interests and concerns. 
Through the paradox of locality, War Room was the outcome of a collaborative effort between these 
expatriate artists. Their decision to present the Iraq war in a museum context through an installation of 
temporal, serial images appropriated from different TV channels foregrounds three important points for 
consideration. First, the viewers essentially bring their location with them. Second, museum visitors, like 
TV watchers, are not a homogenous group. The third and final point is that the artwork itself will travel 
from one location to another, encountering different types of viewers—what might be termed cultural 
clusters—along the way. Recording and collecting the thoughts of viewers in these different locales would 
enable War Room to achieve a kind of post-event afterlife. In effect, War Room has the potential to 
become the catalyst for creating an archive of situational views that trace the changes within humanities’ 
formation of historical memory. 

Overall, War Room is a microcosm of the larger macrocosm in which we live. It raises our awareness of 
how impossible it is to achieve any degree of objectivity and how altered realities arise from media’s 
mediation of events. Silent images from the era of the Iraq War are projected back to us like a dream, or 
perhaps more correctly a nightmare. Some images are colorful and vivid while others remain only as 
gossamer-like traces in our memories, and when we awake, we are never quite certain how it all was 
suppose to fit together. 
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Leitmotif (pronounced lite-moe-teef) or, leading motif is defined in music as a clearly defined theme or idea that 
represents a person, object or idea (Boynick, 1996). The first appearance of this term came from F. W. 
Jahns in 1871 within the listing of works by Carl Maria von Weber. Leitmotif is a musical theme or phrase 
that is presented in original and altered form at various points in a musical work for the purpose of 
illustrating a character or event. In the Romantic period composers such as Richard Wagner, Richard 
Strauss, and Franz Liszt used the leitmotif in many of their compositions. 20 th Century film composers 
adopted this technique as well. Today, in 21 st century New Media, the leitmotif has found a new home in 
the musical compositions of multimedia and game development. 

Historical Perspective  

Wagner referred to his leitmotifs as musical moments and basic themes. They were complex and 
composed in such as way to produce subtle sensations and associations in the listener. He elevated the 
leitmotif music form using a methodology that is still in use today. According to Gustavo Costantini 
(2001), Wagner’s methodology was “to find a structure for organizing musical material…which would be 
linked to characters and situations by means of music…and avoid duplication (image/sound/musical 
onomatopoeia, having sound and music do the same thing.” 1 

Probably the most famous dramatic work of Wagner is the Der Ring des Nibelungen (or simply, The Ring). 
This work consists of four works (Das Rheingold, Die Walkure, Siegfried, and Gotterdammerung) which 
constitute the whole of this cycle. The theme of this work is the center of eternal, human conflict 
between love and lust for power. Wagner used two leitmotifs that were quite different in structure, 
character, and significance. However he intentionally developed them with a close relationship in order 
to establish identity and meaning. The first, Alberich’s Ring (Figure 1), is both a symbol of and an 
instrument for the unreserved exercise of power, a power that is made possible by the renunciation of 
love. The second, Walhall (Figure 2), symbolizes the gods’ need of reigning in safety, unchallenged 
(Evensen, 2002).  

 

Figure 1. Alberich’s Ring Sound Sample 
[>] Listen 
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Figure 2: Walhall Sound Sample 
[>] Listen  

Wagner intentionally composed these leitmotif examples to exhibit a similar identity and musical 
structure. The intervals are the same, they move in the same direction, and the rhythm is mostly 
identical. 

Another composer from the Romantic period, Richard Strauss, advanced the form of the leitmotif through 
his tone poems and operas. Robert P. Morgan (1991) described his use of the leitmotif stating: The 
technical innovations introduced by Strauss in the symphonic works of the 1890s proved of considerable 
importance in the development of twentieth-century music. He carried the leitmotif over into a purely 
instrumental context. Using an array of very brief, though readily identifiable, melodic figures presented 
in rapid alternation and shifting combinations, Strauss fashioned complex polyphonic textures only barely 
contained within a highly inflected and intensely chromatic harmonic framework. 2  

20th Century Perspective  

Probably the most famous leitmotif theme in film today is the shark theme from Jaws, composed by John 
Williams. Williams used a two-note sequence (See Figure 3) using a repeated minor-second interval with 
gradual intensity and speed. Andrew Drannon (2000) described this as, “A droning march for the shark, 
offset by dissonant seventh chords” (See Figure 4). 

 

 

Figure 3. Jaws – Shark Theme Sound Sample 
[>] Listen 

 

Figure 4. Jaws – Droning March Sound Sample 
[>] Listen  

In another example, Alan Silvestri demonstrated the use of leitmotif in his score for the movie Predator. 
In this sci-fi action thriller, Silvestri used the title theme of the score which consisted of a basic, 
militaristic procession of piano and percussion. This leitmotif reappeared throughout the score. In another 
example, he used a tympani-pounding “running” theme for the commandos as they are chased throughout 
the jungle. This was probably the most innovative use of the leitmotif in that Silvestri used digitally 
sampled sounds (congas, jungle-style bird sounds, etc.) which appeared repeatedly in the form of 
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rhythmic triplet sequences, giving the listener an aural sense of suspense in a jungle environment 
(Clemmensen 2005). 

New Media Today  

The design and development of multimedia productions in the field of new media should view music as a 
critical component for success. Whether for informative, educational, or entertainment (games), music 
sparks a cognitive connection at the subconscious level. Lenn Millbower (2003) cited six auditory 
parameters when music is used in multimedia production or e-learning environment. He stated music:  

1. compensates for lifeless dialog  
2. provides editing continuity  
3. identifies time and place  
4. reflects character emotions  
5. enhances action  
6. heightens dramatic impact  

Millbower stated, “In both film and video games, an audio-visual medium faced a crossroads. In both 
cases, success resulted when the auditory and the visual signals were integrated.” 3 Composers in the 
game genre and other areas of New Media demonstrate the effective use of the leitmotif in their work. 
One classic example can be found in the musical score titled, Final Fantasy VI by Nobuo Uematsu. Each 
character has its own theme which can appear in traditional or reversed form. Another example is the 
musical score from Ace Combat 04 Shatter Skies by Tetsukazu Nakanishsi. His example of the leitmotif is 
presented in the opening track titled, “Shattered Skies.” The composer introduces and melds different 
melodic lines which reappear throughout game-play.  

Summary  

It is important to note that the leitmotif is not restricted to the creation of music. The leitmotif can be 
found in several new media strategies. For example, concept and design for companies and products from 
the perspective of the user, video production, art, technology, public communication, to name a few. It is 
a method that uses the merging of idea, process, and product into a communicative element. As stated by 
Costantini (2005), “Most…leitmotifs are a kind of mark intended to give a clue to the viewers. It is 
possible to think of these leitmotifs as replacing a visual sign or signal.” 4 In addition to video and film, 
new media has entered the arena as a field using heterogeneous forms that combine a number of artistic 
practices. When used appropriately, the leitmotif can demonstrate a clear representation of a person, 
event or object providing additional auditory messages to the viewer.  
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The idea that technology could mediate information has been around for millennia. It is part of a tradition that 
goes back to the famous libraries of the Alexandrian era, the memory-theatres of Fludd and Kircher, and 
the 17 th Century encyclopaedists 1. In the twentieth century, even before the development of the digital 
computer, visionaries like H.G. Wells 2 and Vannevar Bush 3 described in general terms the value of 
aggregating information from experts in many different disciplines and making these available to 
everyone through information and communication technologies. 

The aspirations for digital, networked media, and the belief that new media can become the most 
effective communications technology ever invented, are the self-same aspirations of the visionaries who 
invented these new technologies over the last 50 years. They are visions of technologies that augment the 
human intellect and memory by storing information in associational, readily-accessible forms (Wells, Bush 
and Engelbart), that encourage learning by the way it is designed and represented (Kay), linked in ways 
that encourage exploration and guided learning (Nelson, Berners Lee), in which information can be 
manipulated visually and in which systems can be modelled, simulated and shared (Licklider, Forrester, 
Sutherland, Kay 4). 

Of course now we can list literally dozens of technologies and artefacts that have contributed in both 
large and small ways to the embodiment of these visions in our new media landscape or ‘media-scape’. 
Consider these: Geographical Information Systems, Teletext, e-mail, Automatic Language Translation, 
Minitel, Gameboy, Satellite Remote Sensing, Wearable computers, personal digital assistants, Bluetooth, 
Java, HTML, TCP/IP, packet-switching, computer-graphics, Open-Source Software, head-mounted 
displays, virtual reality, artificial life, GPS, broadband mobile phones, Cryptography, online transaction 
systems, smart cards, biometry, photo-grammetry, MP3, Flash, RSS (Really Simple Syndication) object-
oriented programming, computer-aided tomography, eyeball recognition, voice synthesis, DVD, 
interactive television… the list goes on and on 5 . 

Together these technologies, ideas and innovations constitute our new ‘media-space’. They are the 
palette from which designers, publishers, educators, advertisers and other content developers can devise 
new forms of content and content delivery, and of course, new routes to market and new transaction 
schema. These are the building-blocks we can play with to identify, invent, improve and develop 
interactive content – see Fig 1 below. 

Innovation in this diverse and still developing media-space is necessarily multi-disciplinary. The R&D 
teams working for the big global media players like Microsoft, Sony, Vodafone, Hewlett-Packard and 
others have to be multi-disciplinary – both in the hard engineering sciences of computing, telecoms, and 
consumer electronics, as well as in the softer sciences of design, cognitive psychology, anthropology, 
ethnography, subject expertise, software engineering and teaching. Where does this leave smaller 
developers trying to materialize brilliant interactive, multimedia content on tight budgets? 

My supposition is that some new tools might help us explore this multi-disciplinary media-space, and that 
these tools would not only be very useful for the creative ‘conceptual scoping’ stages of any media-design 
project, but would be especially helpful, indeed essential, when specialist designers are working in 
generalist opportunity-spaces. That is, when you’re working in a massively multi-disciplinary media-space 
such as exists now. At the very least, such scoping tools would help designers avoid the ‘reinventing the 
wheel’ syndrome, and would provide evidence of due-diligence research for share-holders and partners… 
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These tools will be useful in several ways: 

• Developing new business and transaction models  
• Developing new routes to market  
• Developing ways of enhancing linear content  
• Exploring current directions in interactive content  
• Identifying and looking at best-practice examples  
• Identifying key theorists and practitioners  
• Researching relevant international standards  

In other words, these tools will be useful in exploring the ‘research context’ of interactive content. This 
sort of scoping (conceptual scoping) is familiar to most designers. At the beginning of a project you assess 
the context in which you are working. You analyze the problem to be solved, you look for similar 
problems and their solutions, you look at what the competition is doing, you check-out the key papers and 
analyses of the sector, you look at the core standards that apply, and of course you analyze any available 
market-research and user-tests or trials that are relevant. I call this the ‘research context’, or the ‘design 
context’ of the innovation project. 

The interdisciplinary innovation engine I have been working on for the last couple of years is called Media-
Scope. It is designed to facilitate and expedite scoping of the research context. It has two main 
components: a database and some data-visualization tools. 

The database currently comprises some 1000 entries. This will expand to two or three times this size. The 
entries will grow to include every aspect of the converging digital media/computing/telecoms sector – I 
suggested the scope of these earlier (above). Each entry is accompanied by a list of keywords, enabling 
‘clusters’ of associated entries (topics linked by same keywords) to be retrieved. The keywords will 
eventually be structured hierarchically, so that clusters can be graphically represented and spatially 
disposed for user-friendly browsing and exploring. Each entry also has a list of URLs – linking to validated 
sites that contain information relevant to the ‘research context’ mentioned above. So the Media-Scope 
database is a sector-specific index of web resources relevant to the design and innovation of new media 
artefacts. 

The data-visualization tools are designed to encourage exploration, and browsing, as well as using RNG 
(randomness) to simulate the kind of serendipity familiar in the creative process. Drawing on the work of 
Koestler and Boden on the creative process, I have built some simple ‘associational’ tools to provide users 
with ‘controllably-random’ methods of visually browsing the database – these use the familiar fruit-
machine ‘hold’ and ‘spin’ features, and present a matrix illustrating the diversity of media-space. 

The data in media-scope can also be represented as hyperlinked timelines illustrating the development in 
particular clusters of activity.In general terms, the efficacy of data visualization processes was recognized 
very early on in the development of computer science, by innovators such as Joseph (J.C.R.) Licklider and 
Ivan Sutherland 6. For example in “The Computer as a Communication Device” (1968) 7, Licklider wrote: 

To understand how and why the computer can have such an effect on communication, we must 
examine the idea of modeling - in a computer and with the aid of a computer. For modeling, we 
believe, is basic and central to communication. Any communication between people about the 
same thing is a common revelatory experience about informational models of that thing. Each 
model is a conceptual structure of abstractions formulated initially in the mind of one of the 
persons who would communicate, and if the concepts in the mind of one would-be communicator 
are very different from those in the mind of another, there is no common model and no 
communication.  

Concept-Mapping 
 
One of the purposes of concept-mapping is to provide a common conceptual model as a product of 
brainstorming, discussion and collaborative development. Such models play an important role in 
explaining and objectifying team goals. They provide a convenient means of processing input from the 
entire team, and acquiring the base-data for project-planning and critical-path analysis. What is more, 
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concept-maps enable a non-linear, associational, ‘object-oriented’ approach to innovation, very much in 
tune with the kind of algorithmic creativity familiar to new media designers and developers. 

Potentially the most powerful visualization tool in Media-Scope is something I call ‘smart concept 
mapping’. I had been using concept maps for years before I discovered that they had been systematically 
developed and explored by two researchers in the 1960s – Joseph Novak at Cornell, and Tony Buzan here 
in England. Importantly, as Novak points out in a paper 8, the real value of Concept Mapping is in helping 
us tackle problems with multiple variables – the average human brain can store only half-a-dozen items 
simultaneously in short-term memory. The concept-map helps us by externally representing these multi-
variant ideas as marks on paper. 

Both realized their value as a tool in teaching and learning, but they had slightly different takes on 
concept-mapping – Novak on their effectiveness in mapping logical relationships, while Buzan was more 
interested in the therapeutic, self-revelatory and expressive mnemonics of drawing, color and mark-
making – but both realized the value of such mental maps in learning and problem-solving. What is 
interesting for the new media designer is that these idea-mapping tools, with their stress on associational 
linking, emerged in the same period that Ted Nelson and Andy van Dam were developing hypertext tools 
at Brown University, JCR Licklider was inspiring the ARPANET team, and Douglas Engelbart was working on 
his revolutionary Augmentation project. 

Later, in the 1990s, concept-mapping tools were implemented in software (e.g. IHMC C-Map), and 
concept-mapping became the inspiration for software data-visualization tools like Plumb Design’s Visual 
Thesaurus, and Frederic Vavrille’s elegant recommendation engine Live Plasma. These data-visualization 
tools provided dynamic, interactive ways for users to actively engage in addressing a large database of 
words or other media-objects. For example, typing in a word in the Visual Thesaurus displayed this 
‘search-word’ centre-screen with associated words assembled like planets around it. In LivePlasma, 
Vavrille has written a program that takes the chosen search term (e.g. the name of a movie director) and 
displays the search results in both textual and pictographic labels – with a poster or still from the 
associated films illustrating the label. Clicking on any of the displayed objects moves that object to the 
center of the screen, and re-searches the database to the new search configuration. These data-
visualization techniques make the browsing and exploration of large databases both visually and 
interactively engaging.  

Smart Concept-Mapping  

I have developed ideas for concept-mapping software that, while encouraging the free-form exploration 
of ideas, will also augment those ideas with information and links from the Media-Scope database. As the 
user types-in a concept, this text is used as a search-string in the database, and where correspondences 
occur, so Media-Scope will draw those associated links as ‘concepts’ extending the user-generated map. 

Media-Scope is designed to ‘augment’ the freeform creative thinking and associational-thinking of the 
user, by supplementing his or her flow of ideas around a topic or cluster of topics related to the design 
issue or new product development project. Media-Scope will present relevant (keyword-linked) topics to 
extend the user’s own concept-map. 

Users can edit the Media-Scope additions to their maps, deleting or including these as appropriate. They 
can then freely browse the Media-Scope database of URL links, by clicking on topics (concepts) in the 
map. Such a tool will, I hope, encourage cross-disciplinary, ‘cross-platform’ research, and both facilitate 
and expedite the initial scoping research stage of the innovation and new product development cycle. 

I believe that this tool will amplify and augment the creative exploration of a multi-disciplinary 
knowledge domain. These are the kind of ‘smart concept-map’ results I’m looking for (Figure 3). I still 
have to resolve some classification and spatial mapping issues. 
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Figure 1. ‘Media-Space’ visualised as a set of domains centering on the individual. ‘Dynamic Media’ 
include all computer generated media (games, simulations, Vrs etc), while ‘enhanced media’ includes all 
digitally-enhanced media, or media that have been enhanced with additional linked content. 

 

Figure 2. Diagram of the Research Context (or ‘Design Context’) of a new media project. 
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Figure 3. The interactive Television ‘opportunity-space’ (sample) represented as a concept-map. Media-
Scope will generate similar clickable maps as visual ‘menus’ for browsing the research context of digital 
new product development. Clicking on concepts calls up lists of associated, validated URLs.  
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THE RANDOMNESS OF "RANDOMNESS OF CERTAINTY"  
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artafterscience was formed by Adrian Marshall and myself to explore the intersection of art, science and 
technology, and as an open-ended project in collaboration with others. Although we have created a wide 
variety of works, randomness, not only as a concept but also as a way of working, has become a core 
element in developing our projects. 

Using Flash as a platform, we started out creating works in which color, movement and the juxtaposition 
of elements were random so the piece goes on without the viewer ever seeing the same thing twice. 
Whether randomness truly exists, or how a computer calculates randomness (or pseudo-randomness), is a 
debate external to our interests. What is important is that a series of images and events occur that the 
viewer cannot predict nor will see again. 

When I was in art school in the early eighties, someone told me about a performance by John Cage in 
which he read Finnegan’s Wake accompanied by a slide show of a variety of random images. Since I was 
interested in free-association in art – from surrealism to Joseph Cornell to Bob Dylan – this idea stuck in 
my mind, and was reborn in some of artafterscience’s works. Going out and videoing chance occurrences, 
whatever comes across the camera or whatever the camera comes across, then cutting it up and 
reassembling it into a broken, non-linear narrative based on music has been the process in the creation of 
many of my video works. Unlike the Flash-based pieces, the form is fixed, but randomness and free-
association are still central to them. 

John Cage’s ideas keep coming up in artafterscience projects. Air Waves combines the idea of recreating 
his Imaginary Landscape No.4, for twelve radios, for the digital age, combining it with the clichéd 
repetitiveness of mass media and advertising (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Airwaves. http://www.artafterscience. com/airwaves/airwaves.htm 

Sometimes it seems that Cage himself is part of the random process of artafterscience. I clicked on a link 
to the site of the art critic Edward Lucie-Smith and made a snap decision to email him about several 
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things. He in turn introduced me to the Italian pianist Claudio Crismani, who is interested in creating The 
Prometheus Project, an audio-visual project based on the synaesthesia of Russian composer Alexander 
Scriabin - www.artafterscience.com/scriabin/scriabin.htm. Crismani has also recorded a double CD of 
Cage’s Etudes Australes, which is being used for a video installation based on Edward Lucie-Smith’s poem 
on Caravaggio www.artafterscience.com/caravaggio/caravaggio.htm 

I told one of the scientists who had been interviewed for Randomness and Certainty (described below) 
about our various projects, including the one on synaesthesia, and he suggested that I contact another 
scientist doing research in that field. We will be developing a sci-art project with her, perhaps within the 
context of ThePrometheus Project, perhaps separate from it. 

What was interesting was how the two projects met up, as it were, creating a full circle. What seems like 
a series of random coincidences, or perhaps a confluence of events, has created a momentum and Zen-
like flow within artafterscience. The randomness element is important not only as subject matter but as a 
way of working and of being. 

Randomness and Certainty  
 
Barbara Zanditon, a friend with a keen interest in both science and the arts, and I had been talking about 
collaborating on a new media piece, slowly developing it over the course of many months and meetings, 
until we distilled it into Randomness and Certainty, asking scientists how their professional experience 
has affected their personal understanding of life. The interviews are then edited and included in a Flash-
based work, in random order and juxtaposed randomly with a variety of images: http://www. 
artafterscience.com/randomness/index.htm 

If scientists are being objective, then why do they disagree on just about everything? As the focus of much 
of artafterscience's work has been how context affects meaning, Randomness and Certainty explores to 
what extent this (the imagery, the other interviews) affects what they are saying.  

A fascinating coincidence often occurs between what is being said and the imagery, as well as between 
the interviews themselves – it is as if the scientists are often talking to each other. 

The dichotomy between the subjective and the objective is another aspect of the question, or at least our 
idea behind the question, and that is that science is a human activity, created by humans, of interest to 
humans, and affecting us all. A wide variety of subjects are talked about, including the relationship 
between science and religion, between humans and nature, being a woman in a male-dominated 
environment, the role of knowledge and of education in peoples’ lives, and how and why they became 
(and, in a few cases, stopped being) scientists. 

With Barbara Zanditon conducting the interviews, Randomness and Certainty started off with three 
scientists we knew personally, and slowly built up from there, again by what seemed like a random series 
of events. The more we added, the richer the piece became, and the more interesting it became for new 
potential interviewees. At present there are five hundred clips based on twenty-six interviews, and more 
will be added shortly. 

Though the form is quite simple, in terms of its content, Randomness and Certainty is the most complex 
and robust of our random works, and is taking on a life of its own, perhaps a consequence of collaborating 
with so many people. 

Besides the project on synaesthesia described above, one of the scientists has put us in touch with the BA 
(British Assoc. for the Advancement of Science), and they in turn gave us a list of scientists to contact. 
 
The BA will also present an installation version of Randomness and Certainty, with full-screen imagery 
(since download times won’t have to be considered), at the Science Museum's annex, The Dana Centre, 
London in October 2006, as well as showing it at a science fair in Norwich (UK) in September 2006, and 
perhaps at different venues across the country. 
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We will be developing other sci-art projects as well, not only for our interest in the pieces themselves, 
but because the barriers between disciplines are being broken down. The science/art distinction is fairly 
recent. Artists such as Leonardo or Rubens (who were creative in both fields) would not have made such a 
distinction, and we welcome the possibility of new media and digital art to once again merge the two. 

New media and digital art, from video to prints to net art, also hold the promise to de-compartmentalize 
other aspects of the art world. Artists no longer have to be confined to gallery spaces, but can use web 
sites, CD-ROM’s, DVD’s and video screenings to show their work and promulgate their ideas, undermining 
many recent theoretical assumptions and myths about what is and is not art. It has made many of our 
projects and ways of working possible. 

We see John Cage as a precursor to this attitude in many ways, and hope to continue to create works 
whereby chance, variety, collaboration, and the dissolution of borders play a critical part. 

 

Note: For more information, please visit www.artafterscience.com or email info@artafterscience.com 
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Figure 1 . Lobby of the MCA Chicago with mural by Assume Vivid Astro Focus collaboration, 2005 (left)  
and Joy, Go On by +2 (right). Photo by K. Brugman, 2005.  

Tropicália: A Revolution in Brazilian Culture 

This review discusses aspects of Tropicália: A Revolution in Brazilian Culture, exhibited at the Museum of 
Contemporary Art in Chicago, USA from 22 October 2005 to 8 January 2006. The exhibition is currently at 
the Barbican in London, where it will be open to the public from 6 February until 6 March 2006. Curated 
by Carlos Basualdo (see also Basualdo, 2005), the exhibition examined the Tropicália movement as it 
flourished during one of the most politically repressive eras of Brazil’s history, extending the movement’s 
trajectory into the 21 st century. The original Tropicália movement represented an attempt to recognize 
a Brazilian national art as a sensorial as well as a conceptual experience. It aimed to overcome the 
“universalistic myth of Brazilian culture” derived from European and North American references. Instead 
it absorbed and reinterpreted those very references in a “cannibalistic way” (Oiticica, 1968), an attitude 
we further discuss below.  

The current exhibition fuses the works of Tropicália artists from the mid 1960’s to the early 1970’s 
(Artner, 2005) with those of more current artists influenced by the movement and working in a wide 
range of artistic expressions, including new media. Some of the newer works were commissioned 
specifically for the show (MCA, 2005). Works from several of the visionaries of the movement were also 
represented, such as Lygia Clarke’s participatory tactile pieces and contributions by Brazilian musicians 
Caetano Veloso, Gilberto Gil, and Os Mutantes, all originators of the Tropicália movement.  
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A highlight of the exhibition was the recreation of Hélio Oiticica’s Tropicália, originally shown in 1967 as 
an exhibition at the Museu de Arte Moderna (MAM) in São Paulo, Brazil. Tropicália, the name which was 
adopted by the movement, is an immersive environment that incorporates a range of materials, objects, 
and creatures from live parrots, plants, and a television to roofless (or sometimes roofed) plywood boxes 
in primary colors with floors of sand, water, mounded books, straw, or sleeping mats (Figures 2 and 3). 
This aspect of the installation provided a stylized version of Rio’s slums as the audience were invited to 
track through narrow, sandy aisles, stumble into puddled water, or trample upon books representing the 
hegemony of western culture. To this, Brazilian architects Vinicius de Andrade and Marcelo Morettin 
added a level of visual interaction. The scaffolded observatory erected in the gallery space allowed 
visitors to peer into the Tropicália installation from a bird’s eye perspective, offering an alternative to a 
more directly tactile encounter with the work. In fact, this introduced a layer of experience not available 
in the original installation in 1967. 

 
 
Figure 2 : Hélio Oiticica, Tropicália, 1967. © Projecto Hélio Oiticica. MCA Chicago Installation Shot, 2005.  
Courtesy of the MCA Chicago (Provided by the Barbican, London). 

 

 
 
Figure 3 : Hélio Oiticica, Tropicália, 1967. © Projecto Hélio Oiticica. MCA Chicago Installation Shot, 2005.  
Courtesy of the MCA Chicago (Provided by the Barbican, London). 
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The exhibition also aimed to showcase the impact of the Tropicália movement in areas beyond the fine 
arts and music. TV, fashion, advertising, and theater sets were some of the other media impacted by 
Tropicália’s socio-politically-charged, bold, yet unassuming aesthetic. It is just this network of apparent 
oppositions that dominates the viewer’s experience of what Tropicália artists embraced as “cultural 
cannibalism.” Oiticica (1968) used this notion to define an aspect of Brazilian artistic characterization, 
the “national art.” Under the rubric of “cultural cannibalism,” Tropicália artists deliberately consumed 
international cultural manifestations, at the same time transfiguring them so as to address the artists’ 
own political and cultural agendas. 

Computer-mediated art was represented by two collaborative projects. As visitors entered the lobby area, 
they encountered the striking collaborative mural by Assume Vivid Astro Focus (Figure 4) that, in a sense, 
prepared the viewer for the dynamic nature of the exhibition. The work’s attitude relied upon a highly 
saturated multi-hued color palette, creating areas of intense visual vibration through the elaborated use 
of hue and chroma contrasts as well as complimentary color schemes. It is worth pointing out that this 
digital collage of pop and “non-pop references” (Lafreniere, 2004, p. 247, as quoted in Rimanelli, 2004) 
integrated disparate aspects of Brazilian culture. Furthermore, it drew upon an aesthetic that has been 
revitalized by the pervasive use of computer-generated imagery by digital artists throughout the past 
decade. 

 
 
Figure 3 : Lobby of the MCA Chicago with mural by Assume Vivid Astro Focus collaboration (left). Photo by 
P. Bendito; Detail of Assume Vivid Astro Focus’ Garden 10, 2004 Wallpaper (right). Courtesy of John Connelly 
Presents, New York, and Peres Projects, Los Angeles and Berlin (Provided by the Barbican, London). 

Joy, Go On was a participatory visual and auditory art piece by the music collective +2 that reflected, at 
its best, an aesthetic of computer-mediated social interaction (Figure 1, at right). This work at the same 
time juxtaposed aspects of Tropicália with digital technology by also referencing natural materials and 
audience participation. Visitors’ interactions were interfaced by eight handmade wooden boxes, each 
wired to a multi-track sound system and containing a small Liquid Crystal Display monitor. The monitors 
displayed what seemed to be ordinary, unstaged video and still pictures of people and places in Brazil. 
Different sounds were triggered by opening each door and were silenced by closing them. It was this 
opening and closing mechanism that allowed a multitude of sound combinations to occur. 

A particularly significant aspect of this piece was its ability to create an opportunity for social 
interaction. By that we mean that Joy, Go On often worked as a figure-ground stage on which the 
participants’ actions impacted each other. This transaction could be rewarding, disappointing at times, 
amusing, or even revealing. The multiplicity of sound combinations created a sound-scape that could be 
textured with dissonances and with rhythms. At the core of the work was a wide range of improvisational, 
but not necessarily all random, sequences cued by the participants themselves. Sound combinations could 
thus be refined by the participants or even re-enacted. This aspect of Joy, Go On made it function as a 
rudimentary techno-based multi-participant musical instrument. It was the constant negotiation and re-
negotiation of shared meaning that made the work a (battle)ground for individual and collective 
experimentation, resulting in an experience that was, in the most tangible sense of the word, ludic! 
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Especially through the works of Hélio Oiticica, Lygia Clark, and +2, Tropicália: A Revolution in Brazilian 
Culture offered visitors an opportunity to examine the role of interaction in building personal and shared 
meanings in several contexts. This sort of engagement, although not always computer mediated, is 
particularly relevant to our understanding of interactive art, including new media. What one gets from 
the exhibition is the opportunity to engage in a multitude of sensory experiences, most often quite 
revealing ones. “Cultural cannibalism” emerges as a positive construct pointing us to more active way of 
consuming culture (Oiticica, 1968). Tropicália artists, charged by their political views, refused to conform 
but at the same time allowed themselves to redefine the notion of cultural boundaries as a way of 
bringing their own identities into relief. 
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Call for Papers 
 
 
 
 
 
May edition, 2006 
 

Theme: Asia Effects in New Media 
This special edition will feature papers from the 2006 CAA New Media Caucus panel “Asia Effects in New 
Media” and will be guest-edited by panel chair, Mina Cheon. Mina is professor of digital media and arts 
with Electronic Media and Culture (EMAC) at the Maryland Institute College of Art. 
 
Event reviews: The editorial board is accepting proposals for reviews of exhibitions, events, festivals, 
conferences, etc. See examples of reviews in the current issue.  
 
 
October edition, 2006 
 

Theme: Details to be announced in the special edition Asia Effects in New Media 
 
 
February edition, 2007 
 

Theme: Bits, Bytes and the Rhetoric of Practice: New Media Artist Statements 
In this edition of media-N we invite new media arts practitioners to submit personal artist statements and 
examples of their practice. The commentary (no more than 500 words) should describe the work and 
contextualize it within the field of new media practice and ideas. In addition, include a short biographical 
statement (no more than 100 words) at the end of your artist statement. 
 
Event reviews: The editorial board is also accepting proposals for reviews of exhibitions, events, 
festivals, conferences, etc. See examples of reviews in the current issue.  
 
[·] Submission deadline: November 30, 2006  
 
[·] Paper format and media format for Bits, Bytes and the Rhetoric of Practice: New Media Artist 
Statements. We seek artist statements of no more than 500 words, with an additional biographical 
statement of no more than 100 words. Please use a standard word-processing program such as Microsoft 
Word. PC and Mac versions are both acceptable. You may use italics, boldface, and diacritics, but do not 
use HTML tags (such as <p> or <i>). It is best to send the review as an email attachment in Microsoft Word. 
Please do not cut and paste the review into the body of an email, as formatting may be lost or changed in 
the e-mail transmission. 
 
Include no more than 20 examples of artwork (this could be still images, video clips, audio clips, URL, etc, 
as applicable.) Media Formats: jpeg, avi, swf and additional formats on case by case basis 
(mov/mpeg/wav/aiff). Be sure to attach these files separately as well as in the body of the text.  
 
[·] Media-N author's agreement is available from the 'Copyright Statement' link online. 
 
[·] Send manuscripts via email to: Rachel Clarke, Editor in Chief (rclarke@csus.edu) 


